This study examined the relationship between decreased speed-accuracy tradeoff and increased neuromotor noise in girls with Turner Syndrome (TS). Fifteen girls with TS and 15 age-matched controls performed isometric force contractions with both index fingers separately at 5 force levels, based on their maximum voluntary contraction. The results revealed that (a) groups did not differ in speed-accuracy tradeoff or neuromotor noise, (b) output-variability increased linearly with force level, (c) signal-to-noise ratio changed according to an inverted U-shaped function, (d) broadening in the frequency profile is highest at the lower force levels, (e) with increasing force level, the power peak in the 0-4 Hz domain dominates, (f) frequency profile broadens more in the dominant hand. These findings suggest that, in girls with TS, motor performance is not diminished in an isometric force task, that motor recruitment is intact, and that neuromotor noise is not increased. The findings are discussed with respect to motor control and neuromotor noise.
only slightly from those seen in the general population and commonly are referred to as "clumsiness". Sometimes hypotonia, strength problems, poor joint stability, decreased speed, gait abnormalities, and difficulties with balance and diadochokinesis are mentioned (Salbenblatt et al., 1989) . There is clear evidence that visuo-spatial processing abilities in girls with TS are decreased (Downey, Elkin, Ehrhardt, Meyer-Bahlburg, Bell, & Morishima, 1991; Money, 1993; Ross, Kushner, & Roeltgen, 1996; Rovet, 1993; Temple & Carney, 1995) , and many authors have suggested that motor performance problems are secondary to these visuo-spatial problems. However, the available evidence clearly indicates that motor performance problems may occur independent from visuo-spatial deficits and are a genuine problem too in this population (McGlone, 1985; Nijhuis-Van der Sanden et al., 2000; Salbenblatt et al., 1989) , probably responsible for a number of difficulties in everyday life.
Some studies investigating clumsiness in TS (Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, SmitsEngelsman, Eling, Nijhuis, & Van Galen, in press; Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, Eling, Van Asseldonk, & Van Galen, 2003 ; Smits-Engelsman, Nijhuis-Van der Sanden, & Duysens, in press) found that spatial accuracy is not the main problem, but movement time is significantly longer than in controls, both in simple and more complex goal-directed line drawing tasks. Given the consistent nature of these prolonged movement times, it is very likely that the more tardy movement strategy has to be considered as optimal for the given state of their motor system (Latash & Anson, 1996) . Because prolonged movement time was independent of task complexity in various simple motor tasks, Nijhuis-Van der Sanden et al. (in press) suggested that prolonged movement time was specifically coupled to movement execution and possibly related to specific features of the biological system in TS girls. They argued that girls with TS need more filtering of the noisier neuromotor signal by an increment in limb stiffness to attain acceptable end-point accuracy (Van Galen & De Jong, 1995; Van Galen & Huygevoort, 2000; Van Gemmert & Van Galen, 1997) . This modified active engagement of stiffness parameters of the limb by simultaneous contraction of agonist and antagonist muscles would consequently explain the decrease in acceleration leading to increased movement time (Van Galen & Schomaker, 1992; Van Gemmert & Van Galen, 1997 . The notion that movement speed, and anatomical and other biomechanical settings, are degrees of freedom in optimizing motor control, fits into the more general theoretical view of the regulation of degrees of freedom in dynamic motor behavior, as advocated by Bernstein (1967) and more recently by Latash and Anson (1996) .
In the motor studies by Nijhuis et al. (in press, submitted) in girls with TS, mentioned above, only kinematic data from dynamic task conditions were analyzed to detect differences in motor planning and motor execution in girls with TS. In such tasks, large sets of elements (multiple joints and multiple muscles crossing the joints) are organized into task-specific synergies and errors introduced by an imprecise action of one element are corrected by changes in the activity of other elements (Latash & Anson, 1996) . Because we want to investigate the influence of neuromotor noise on basic principles of motor recruitment processes, we need to disentangle the role of such adaptive interactions, and therefore we decided to analyze aiming movements within an isometric force production paradigm. In such a task, the sets of elements are much smaller and better controlled. The muscletendon complex and limb position remain relatively stable, compared to dynamical tasks, and therefore redundancy is reduced (Bernstein, 1967) . Moreover, there is evidence that isometric force applications reflect the instantaneous activity of muscles and neuromotor signals (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Deutsch & Newell, 2001; Slifkin & Newell, 1999; Van Galen & De Jong, 1995) . Therefore, isometric force production tasks may be a useful and easily applicable method to analyze differences in neuromotor noise in children and clinical groups.
The first purpose of the present study is to investigate whether, in the kinematic domain, decreased speed-accuracy tradeoff in girls with TS (longer movement time) is present in an isometric aiming task, too. The second purpose of the study is to determine whether, in the force recruitment domain, force output signals provide more direct evidence of possible differences in force variability related to neuromotor noise between (clumsy) girls with TS and controls.
The Kinematic Domain: Speed-Accuracy Tradeoff
Using a Fitts' aiming task, Nijhuis-Van der Sanden et al. (in press) found in both discrete and serial movements a constantly prolonged movement time in all conditions, independent of index of difficulty, between girls with TS and controls. To clarify the role of internal constraints specific for TS and present in all task conditions (e.g., increased neuromotor noise or reduced motor-unit recruitment capacity based on biophysiological changes in TS) and task specific constraints (e.g., orchestrating agonist-antagonist synergy), Fitts' aiming task was used. Billon, Bootsma, and Mottet (2000) argued that speed-accuracy functions could be adequately tested in such an isometric aiming task. Conform Fitts' paradigm (Fitts, 1954) , the adjustment time (time necessary to place the cursor into the target bar) could be considered a direct reflection of the capacity of the neuromotor system to generate an accurate recruitment signal in different task levels. Van Galen and De Jong (1995) proposed a neuromotor noise model of motor control, based on neurocognitive, neurophysiological, and biomechanical properties of the motor system (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Van Galen & Schomaker, 1992; Van Gemmert & Van Galen, 1997 . The rationale of this model is that motor performance is the optimized outcome of a stochastic, oscillatory recruitment signal to the involved muscles. Variability is related to the capacity of the system to deal with the noisiness in such a signal. Such noisiness is likely to be multifactorial in origin (McAuley & Marsden, 2000) . It is assumed that the total variance in the measured force signal is composed of the sum of variances from the original oscillation signals (Van Galen & De Jong, 1995) . Amongst these signals are the motor unit vector pool related to the intended output signal, physiological tremor, motor unit recruitment noise, servo control loops, and mechanical oscillations of the tendon and muscle tissues (Van Galen & Van Huygenvoort, 2000) . A system with a high level of Gaussian noise would reveal low signal-to-noise ratios related to high performance variability. In dynamic tasks, the motor control system optimizes accuracy by mechanisms that reduce the effects of intrinsic motor noise, such as stiffness control by agonist-antagonist co-contraction, viscosity, or friction due to surface contact (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Van Galen & De Jong, 1995; Van Galen & Schomaker, 1992; Van Gemmert & Van Galen, 1997 .
The Force Recruitment Domain: Neuromotor Noise and Motor Control
Power Spectral Density Analysis (PSDA) has been used already in isometric force production tasks to investigate the relationship between variability in motor performance and the organizational properties of the recorded time-series signal in terms of its frequency content (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Deutsch & Newell, 2001; Slifkin & Newell, 1999) . The profile of such a power spectrum provides clues about the relative contribution of the various underlying oscillations to the recorded signal (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Van Galen & De Jong, 1995; Van Galen & Huygevoort, 2000) . For a highly rhythmic signal, the power in the spectrum will be confined to a small number of frequencies and will therefore be peaked. On the other hand, power will be equally distributed across all frequencies if a signal is completely random, and consequently the frequency profile will be a straight horizontal line. In the power spectra, derived from isometric force tasks in young adults, De Jong and Van Galen (1999) found peaks predominantly around 2 Hz, 6 Hz, and 11 Hz. They suggested that the observed 2-Hz peak might be associated with visual feedback processing, the 11-Hz peak with motor unit recruitment oscillations, while the 6-Hz peak was proposed to be associated with physiological tremor related to servo-loops at the spinal, sub-cortical, and cortical levels of the neural system. In many studies force variability is found to increase exponentially with force level in isometric force tasks, whereas the signal-to-noise ratio (defined as the mean force divided by the standard deviation) as well as the noise measured by PSDA change according to an inverted U-shaped function and are not linearly related to the variability in force output (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Deutsch & Newell, 2001; Slifkin & Newell, 1999; Van Galen & De Jong, 1995) . Deutsch and Newell (2001) presented isometric force tasks to children (6-10 years). They observed that, with increasing age, the force output signal was increasingly characterized by higher degrees of irregularity, and the power spectrum took on a more broadband frequency profile, while at the same time performance improved and signal-to-noise ratio rose. These age-related changes were only observed in the presence of visual feedback. These authors found that improvement of performance is associated with a broader power spectrum across frequency range; therefore, they proposed that age-related enhancements in motor performance are primarily due to a more appropriate tuning of the neuromotor system to task constraints rather than to changes in the system capacity and overall noisiness of the system itself. In contrast with the hypothesis from Van Galen and de Jong (1999) , these results suggest that a more broadening frequency profile is not per se related to increased outcome variance. Deutsch and Newell (2001) also found that power spectrum profiles and motor performance outcomes in the older children (10 years and older) are the same as in adulthood, indicating that performance level in such (simple) tasks does not increase after the age of 10 years.
Currently no data are available relating clumsiness in TS to properties of the neuromotor signal. In this study, we combined an aiming task (to test speed-accuracy trade-off in the kinematic domain in an isometric task) with an isometric force task (to analyze instantaneous activity of muscles and neuromotor signals within the force recruitment domain). Participants had to move a square cursor as fast and as accurately as possible by pressing a load cell (i.e., a force transducer) towards and into a horizontal bar, presented on a monitor. Subsequently they had to keep the cursor as stationery as possible within the confines of the bar at five different force levels, based on an individually determined maximum voluntary contraction (MVC).
Since the absolute width of the target bar and cursor remained constant, task difficulty is manipulated by the height of the target bar, representing force level conditions. It was expected that girls with TS need longer adjustment times. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) provides an index of the system's capacity to reduce noisiness related to the signal, and we expected girls with TS to exhibit a lower signal-to-noise ratio than controls. The profile of the power spectrum was analyzed to reveal possible differences in the relative contribution of different oscillators in the system to the signal. With this experiment, we hoped to find TS-specific profiles in the outcome signals that would support the hypothesis that different forms of stiffness regulation in girls with TS is the result of adaptations within the system, to reduce the consequences of increased neuromotor noise.
Methods

Participants
The girls with Turner Syndrome (TS) were recruited from the pediatric endocrine clinic of the University Medical Center St Radboud in Nijmegen and the Catharina Hospital in Eindhoven, the Netherlands, both specialized in the treatment of TS. In total 24 girls, born between 1989 and 1993, were selected to enroll in the study. The parents of 7 girls refused participation. One girl was excluded because of spastic diplegia, and one girl was excluded because she was not able to meet the task demands. The final sample consisted of 15 girls with TS, with an age range of 8.0 to 13.0 (mean, 10.1) years. None of the girls had participated in earlier related studies by Nijhuis-van der Sanden et al. (2000 Sanden et al. ( , in press, 2003 . All girls with TS attended mainstream elementary or secondary schools.
Fifteen age-matched female control subjects (age range, 8.1-12.0 years; mean age, 10.6 years) were recruited from an elementary school in Denekamp, the Netherlands.
Informed consent was obtained from all children and their parents. All parents filled out two questionnaires, one concerning socioeconomic status and another concerning their daughter's general health. No significant differences in the socioeconomic status and general health between the families of the controls and the TS group were found. All girls with TS and the controls had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Procedure
The girls with TS carried out the experimental task at the hospital following a medical consultation. Performance of the isometric force task took approximately 45 min. The controls executed the task at school in a separate room. All girls were tested in the same manner and by the same investigator, who was experienced in the testing of children.
Apparatus
Force data were collected using a load cell force transducer (BC302, DS Europe s.r.l., Milan, Italy), with a 12-mm diameter, full scale range of 60 N, sensitivity about 1.6 mV/V full scale. The output from the load cell was amplified (Burn Brown INA 125, Burr Brown, Tucson, AZ, USA) using a gain of 500 times, and the excitation supply of 5 V was delivered by the instrumentation amplifier. The amplified signal was processed by means of a second-order 100-Hz low-pass filter. The output was sampled continuously at 512 Hz using a 16-bit analog-to-digital converter (DAQcard AI-16XE-50, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and saved to a computer Pentium III processor for off-line data analysis by MATLAB procedures. The load cells were calibrated in Newtons (N) using known weights. Force was measured in units of 0.0045 N (0.46 g). A flat-screen monitor (15 in., 1024 ϫ 768 pixels per screen) displayed the target force and the participant's force trajectory. Target force level was depicted as a 7-mm wide target bar and force trajectory, by the displacement of a yellow cursor (quadrant of 5 ϫ 5 mm). Once every 10 ms, the exerted force was fed back to the computer display to update the position of the cursor and thus provided online performance information to the participant.
Experimental Protocol
Participants were seated on a height-adjustable chair with their feet on a heightadjustable footstool (hips, knees, and feet in a 90° flexion) at a desk of standard size in front of the computer display. The screen was placed at eye level, and the horizontal viewing distance was approximately 100 cm. The girls' forearms rested on the desk, and both hands were oriented towards the computer display and strapped to a handgrip (see Figure 1 ). This height-adjustable handgrip was placed under the metacarpophalangeal joints of the four fingers in such a way that these joints were forced into a 90° flexion. The thumb was left free. By attaching the hands to the handgrip, the girls were prevented from using the weight of their forearms to apply a higher force, and it guaranteed that finger position could not be changed during the trial. Mounted in front of these handgrips were two load cells of which the distance could be adjusted for each participant. By pressing these load cells with the top of their right or left index finger, the girls could control the vertical position of a yellow, square cursor on the computer display. Force was produced by flexion of the index finger in the metacarpophalangeal and proximal interphalangeal joint, whereas the distal interphalangeal joint was maximally extended. The position of the cursor on the screen was directly proportional to the force applied on the load cells: The harder the cells were pressed, the higher the position of the cursor on the display. The participants were instructed to move the cursor towards and into a white horizontal bar as quickly and accurately as possible after they heard an auditory signal. Because the gain of the feedback on the position of the cursor was directly related to the girls' individual maximum voluntary contraction (MVC), for each participant the position of the target bar on the computer screen was the same: 0% of MVC was near the bottom of the display, and 50% was near the middle. Once they had reached the target bar, they were required to keep the cursor as stable as possible within the target bar until another auditory signal indicated the end of the trial. Time between the starting signal and the end signal was 8 s. When the child had completed the trial and indicated readiness, the examiner started the next trial.
The instructions the girls received ran as follows: "As soon as you hear a beep, a white bar will appear on the screen. You don't know at what height the bar will appear, but you must try and put the cursor into the bar as quickly as you can. Then you need to try and keep the cursor in the bar as well as you can, until you hear another beep. Tell me when you are ready, then I will start the next task."
For each girl MVC was assessed immediately prior to the actual experiment using the task to be presented in the subsequent experimental trials. MVC was determined as follows: All the girls were presented with an initial trial in which the target force level was set at an estimated MVC of 30 N. They were asked to press the load cells as hard as they could with both their index fingers, pressing only once in one go to prevent them from "pumping up" the force. The position of the target bar for the next trial was set at the MVC level obtained in this first trial, and the girls were subsequently asked to try and move the cursor higher than the target bar and keep it there for some seconds. When they were able to comply with the task demand, each subsequent trial increased the target force level by 1 N. As soon as they could no longer meet the imposed force level, they were given one more go and, if they failed again, MVC measurement was ended. The MVC for each finger was then set at the highest force level each girl had been able to obtain. Once the MVC had been determined, the girls performed 2 practice trials for each of the 5 target force levels (ranging from 10 to 50% of MVC). The experiment itself consisted of two blocks of trials, one for the dominant and one for the nondominant hand. In each block, the 5 target force levels (10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% of MVC) were measured 5 times in a randomized block design, resulting in a total of 50 trials per subject (25 trials for the dominant and 25 trials for the nondominant hand).
Data Analyses
The signals from the load cells were sampled with a frequency of 512 Hz for a period of 8 s, starting and ending with an auditory signal. Before starting each experiment, a 0% condition was used to measure equipment noise. During this condition the subjects were not allowed to touch the load cells.
The force records were analyzed, and the following outcome data were computed.
Kinematic Domain
Adjustment Time. Adjustment time (AT) was defined as the time elapsed between the moment the rate of force production (derivative of the force) increased above 1 N·s -1 and the start of the stabilization phase. This interval was determined by means of a computer algorithm (the third crossing of the imposed force line). Additionally, two independent raters visually inspected all trials off-line. If necessary, they could correct the start or end point of this interval.
Relative Force Distance. To measure the efficiency of the force adjustment used to move the cursor into the target bar, the relative force distance (RFD) was calculated. The RFD was defined as the sum of the absolute differences in force between the consecutive force samples during the adjustment phase divided by the target force. A large value indicates a large deviation from the most efficient force adjustment path.
where RFD is the relative force distance, F i the force in the i th sample of the force adjustment, and F imp the imposed force.
Force Recruitment Domain
Mean Force. To measure spatial accuracy in the stabilization phase for each trial, the mean percentage of MVC (MF = %MVC) was calculated.
Standard Deviation of Absolute Force. The spatial consistency in the stabilization phase was established by calculating the standard deviation (SD) of the absolute mean force in each trial.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was obtained by dividing the mean absolute force during the stabilization phase by the standard deviation for each trial.
Before the power spectral density analysis (PSDA) was performed, the 4-s interval during the stabilization phase in which the standard deviation reached its smallest value was determined. This 4-s interval was used for the PSDA analyzing and for calculating approximate entropy. To remove high frequency quantizationnoise, a low-pass filter may be used. However, the choice of the filter characteristics directly influences the resulting power spectrum. An alternative approach is reducing the sample frequency so that the frequency of the quantization-noise falls beyond the range of the power spectrum. In our study, the data are down sampled with a factor 8 (resulting frequency, 64 Hz). This down sampling procedure prevents loss of information by forming different subsets of data (first subset consisting of 1 st , 9 th , 17 th etc., sample, second subset consisting of 2 nd , 10 th , 18 th etc., sample, and so on). The even subsets were mirrored, and subsequently all subsets were placed after each other and detrended. With this method, no information is lost. After this down sampling procedure, the derivative, or jerk signal, was computed as an estimate of signal noise, because it does not contain the otherwise very dominant spectral power of mean force. This jerk signal was entered into the PSDA routine of Matlab. The window size was chosen in such a way that the end of a subset always coincided with the end of a window. The resulting raw PSDFs consisted of 33 bins ranging from 0 to 32 Hz. From these spectra, the maximal peak power (MPP) was determined.
Proportional Maximal Peak Power. To provide a measure of spread of power in the power spectrum, we divided the MPP by the total power in the spectrum. The PMPP provides a measure of the proportional contribution of the dominant frequency component to the power in the overall oscillations in force output. Decreasing PMPP reflects a broadening of the power spectrum (the contribution of the peak power to the total power spectrum decreases) and therefore increases in signal noisiness.
Proportional Power in Each Frequency Band at Each Force level. To get a more global index of the distribution of the proportional power (PP) over the frequency bins at each separate force level, frequency bins were grouped together in 6 frequency bands of 4 bins together (0-4 Hz etc.). At each force level for each of the normalized PSDFs, the percentage of power surface was calculated for six frequency bands of equal bandwidth: 0-4 Hz, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Hz. The power between 24-32 Hz was (on average) only 1.5% of the total power and was therefore not analyzed further. The power in each frequency band represented the PP in the overall amplitude, attributable to the frequencies specified by that band. The measure enabled us to relate differences in noise profiles to underlying sensorimotor or neurophysiological processes.
Regularity in the Time Domain. Approximate Entropy (ApEn; Pincus & Goldberger, 1994 ) is assumed to capture the sequential structure of a neuromotor signal. This ApEn provides an index of the regularity and predictability of a measured signal in the future time based on past time-series events. The more random the signal output (more noise in the signal), the more information is required to specify future values and the higher ApEn value will be. Further information about the algorithm used to calculate the ApEn can be found in Slifkin and Newell (1999) and Pincus and Goldberger (1994) . To compare our results with the results of Newell et al., frequency was reduced to 102.4 Hz (by resampling at 1/5 times the sampling frequency) after filtering with an eight-order Chebyshev type I low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 40.96 Hz. The ApEn was calculated using a run length m = 2 and a filter width r = 0.2. Therefore, the value of the ApEn ranges from 0 to 2. Signals that are highly regular and predictable (i.e., sinus waves) yield an ApEn value close to 0 and conversely, an ApEn value close to 2 will be found when signals are highly irregular and unpredictable over time, such as would be expected for white Gaussian noise.
AT, RFD, MF, SD, SNR, PMPP, PP, and ApEn were averaged for each force level and each finger set. Statistical analyses were performed on each of the abovementioned dependent variables. AT, RFD, MF, SD, SNR, PMPP, and ApEn were analyzed using a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 5 (group ϫ dominance ϫ force level) factorial ANOVA with repeated measures on the latter two factors. For each force level, proportional power was analyzed using a 2 ϫ 2 ϫ 6 (group ϫ dominance ϫ frequency band) factorial ANOVA with repeated measures on the latter two factors. A significance level of ␣ = .05 was used for all statistical tests. The statistics were performed with SPSS software (v. 10.0).
Results
All girls were able to perform the requested task. Figure 2 shows representative samples of five force-time series produced by one of the girls with TS at the 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% MVC levels. After the experiment, we compared the neuromotor noise, as assessed through our analysis, with the amount of equipment noise, and this showed that the latter was negligibly small: The averaged SD in the 0% MVC trials over all conditions was only 0.008 N, and therefore no signal corrections were made.
The mean number of trials used to measure the MVC did not differ significantly between girls with TS (M = 5.3) and controls (M = 5.4). Mean MVC in girls with TS (M = 11.6 N, SD = 2.2, range = 8-15 N) and in controls (M = 9.0 N, SD = 1.2, range = 7-11 N) differed significantly (t = 3.9, df = 28, p = .00).
Kinematic Domain
Adjustment Time. As expected, the mean AT depended significantly on force level, F 4, 112 = 9.81, p = .00, 2 = .26 (see Table 1 ). AT is linearly related to force level conform Fitts' law, although somewhat prolonged at the 10% force level (respectively, 10%: M = 2.09 s, SE = .08; 20%: M = 1.77, SE = .07; 30%: M = 1.87 s, SE = .09; 40%: M = 2.06 s, SE = .06; 50%: M = 2.30 s, SE = .10). At the 10% level, it seems to be difficult to adjust the muscle force to meet the imposed level. The AT in the dominant and nondominant hand did not differ, F 1, 28 = 0.25, p = .62. As Table 1 shows, the girls with TS did not need a longer AT in this isometric task, F 1, 28 = 0.30, p = .59 (girls with TS: M = 2.05 s, SE = .08; controls: M = 1.99 s, SE = .08). Since no interaction effects were found, they obviously reacted in the same manner as their normal peers in this isometric task. These data do not suggest a decreased speed-accuracy tradeoff in an isometric task for girls with TS.
Relative Force Distance. Looking at the RFD, we found a significant main effect of Force Level, F 4, 112 = 193.03, p = .00, 2 = .87: As the data in Table 1 show, RFD is highest at the 10% force level and decreases rapidly until the 30% level and then remains quite stable (10%: M = 10.33, SE = .47; 20%: M = 5.02, SE = .28; 30%: M = 3.61, SE = .19; 40%: M = 3.15, SE = .14; 50%: M = 2.93, SE = .13, respectively). The girls with TS are less variable than the controls when adjusting Table  1 , the differences in RFD between the groups are greatest at the 10% force level and become smaller with increasing force level. In the controls, the decrease in RFD in relation to the increasing force level is greater than in the girls with TS. Apparently, in the lower force levels more over-and undershoots are used, especially in the controls.
Force Recruitment Domain
Mean % Force. Both groups were able to perform the task adequately with both the dominant and the nondominant hand. Only the expected main effect of Force Level was found, F 4, 112 = 12915.53, p = .00, 2 = 1.00. No significant main effects of Group (F 1, 28 = 0.15, p = .70, 2 = .00) or Dominance (F 1, 28 = 2.51, p = Note. T = participants with TS, C = controls, AT = adjustment time, RFD = relative force distance, MF = mean force, SD = standard deviation, SNR = signal-to-noise ratio, PMPP = proportional maximal peak power, ApEn = approximate entropy.
.12, 2 = .08) were found. The deviation from the imposed force level was low in all conditions (respectively, 10% MVC: M = 10.7%, SE = .16; 20% MVC: M = 20.2%, SE = .11; 30% MVC: M = 29.6%, SE = .11; 40% MVC: M = 38.9%, SE = .17; 50% MVC: M = 48.2%, SE = .26; see also Table 1) .
Standard Deviation. The significant main effect of Force Level (F 1, 28 = 63.77, p = .00, 2 = .70) points out that SD increases gradually from the 10% MVC condition to the 40% MVC condition, but from there to the 50% MVC level the increment is much steeper (see Table 1 and Figure 3) . Differences between the groups (F 1, 28 = 1.22, p = .28, 2 = .04) and the two fingers (F 1, 28 = 0.50, p = .48, 2 = .02) are small and not significant. The absence of a main effect of Group and of the interaction effect of Force Level by Group suggest that the higher SD in girls with TS is related to their higher MVC. (We return to this issue in the discussion section.) Signal-to-Noise Ratio. A measure of special interest is the SNR, in which the SD is related to the mean force. Figure 3 shows the mean signal-to-noise ratio as a function of force level for both groups and both hands. There was a significant main effect of Force Level (F 4, 112 = 32.01, p = .00, 2 = .533). As expected, SNR changed according to an inverted U-shaped function over the range of force levels, with an optimum at the 40% level for both groups. SNR is rather similar for both groups (F 1, 28 = 1.66, p = .21, 2 = .06; see Table 1 ). The SNR was somewhat higher (F 1, 28 = 3.99, p = .056, 2 = .13) for the dominant hand (M = 20.56, SE = 1.24) than for the nondominant hand (M = 19.15, SE = 1.28). These findings seem to indicate slightly more effective force production in the dominant hand.
Proportional Maximal Peak Power. PMPP increases from the 10% MVC level to the 50% MVC level (F 4, 112 = 57.63, p = .00, 2 = .67; respectively, 10% MVC: M = .141, SE = .003; 20% MVC: M = .171, SE = .005; 30% MVC: M = .177, SE = .006; 40% MVC: M = .203, SE = .008; 50% MVC: M = .232, SE = .008). This means that with increasing force level, power is less evenly distributed, and a dominant peak component is more pronounced. Moreover, PMPP in the dominant hand was significantly lower (F 1, 28 = 8.14, p = .01, 2 = .23) than in the nondominant hand (M = .179, SE = .006 vs. M = .190, SE = .005). This means that in the dominant hand, more broadening is present. The interaction of Force Level by Dominance was also significant (F 4, 112 = 4.89, p = .00, 2 = .15). In both, the dominant and nondominant hand PMPP increases from the 10% MVC to the 50% MVC, but in the nondominant hand PMPP starts at a lower level at 10% MVC and increases much steeper to the 50% MVC level, indicating that contribution to total power of the peak is more fully present in the nondominant hand, especially at the higher force level. No significant main effect of Group (F 1, 28 = 1.22, p = .28, 2 = .04) was found. Taken together, in both groups contribution of peaked power to total power increases with increasing force level, especially in the nondominant hand. In the dominant hand, more broadening is present, possibly due to the more frequent feedback contingent corrections in the less proficient nondominant hand. Figure 4 depicts the proportional power distribution per frequency band at each force level, and the outcome values for both groups in each condition are presented in Table 2 (F 5, 140 = 11.00, p = .00, 2 = .28) were significant as well. The girls with TS and the controls used their system capacities in a comparable manner to deal with the requirements of the task (F 1, 28 = 0.86, p = .361, 2 = .03). Comparing the different force levels (see Figure 4) , it can be observed that with increasing force level, the PP profile shifts more and more from a nearly horizontal broadening profile (10% MVC) to a profile with a concentrated peak in the lower frequency bands (50%) and more and more concentrated in the 0-4-Hz domain, related to the visual controlling component. In the dominant finger, more broadening is present, and PMPP in the 0-4 Hz is lower compared to the nondominant finger. Moreover, increasing visual control with increasing force levels is also higher in the nondominant finger.
Proportional Power in Each Frequency Band at Each Force Level
Regularity in the Time Domain. In the ApEn analysis, only a significant main effect of Force Level was found (F 4, 112 = 32.02, p = .000, 2 = .53; see Table  1 ). The irregularity in the signal is highest at the 10% MVC level, and regularity increases to the 40% MVC level and remains stable in the 50% MVC level (10-20-30-40-50% MVC: M = .431, SE = .02; M = .383, SE = .02; M = .360, SE = .02; M = .339, SE = .01; M = .311, SE = .01; M = .311, SE = .01, respectively). Again no group differences were found (F 1, 28 = 0.18, p = .894, 2 = .00; girls with TS: M = .363, SE = .02; controls M = .367, SE = .02). As explained in the Method section, values of the ApEn can vary between 0 (totally predictable) and 2 (not predictable). At all levels values are below 1 and therefore relatively predictable, with increasing predictability in the higher force levels. This increase in predictability is coupled to the increase in peaked power. Again, these data confirm that in 10% MVC, much noisiness is present and obviously at the 40% force level, an optimum is reached.
Discussion
We used a one-finger isometric task to detect differences between (clumsy) girls with TS and controls in speed-accuracy tradeoff, while at the same time we searched for possible differences in force variability related to neuromotor noise. The majority of outcome measurements failed to show significant group differences or interaction effects with group, neither in the kinematic domain nor in the force recruitment domain. However, with respect to the more general aspects of force recruitment, our study provided consistent data about the relationship between performance level (measured by SD and SNR) and specific power frequency profiles (measured by PSDA) and regularity in the power signal (measured by ApEn). SD increased with increasing force level, and SNR changed according to an inverted U-shaped function over the range of force levels, with an optimum at the 30-40% level (optimal performance). At the same time, with increasing force level, total power was increasingly concentrated in a single power peak, localized in the frequency domain of 0-4 Hz (visual component), accompanied by increasing regularity of the overall spectrum. At 10% MVC, low performance (SD is high) was related to a broadened irregular spectrum over all frequency domains; at 40% MVC, good performance, combined with increased, and relatively highly regular peaked power between 0-4 Hz was seen; whereas at 50%, SNR was going down, more peak force was located between 0-4 Hz, and the regularity measurement was becoming more stable. Performance in the nondominant hand was lower, there was more peaked power in the 0-4-Hz band, which increased more strongly with increasing force level in comparison to the dominant hand. Lack of difference between groups might have been caused by restricted statistical power due to group size or age effects. The girls of the TS and the control group, however, were individually matched for age, and performance was comparable to that of adults. Defining force levels in terms of individual muscle force capacities results into normalized task demands. Moreover, the effects of force level manipulation and hand dominance are rather convincing and very consistent within this experiment and in agreement with the literature; therefore, it seems that the absence of a group difference is not an artifact.
Kinematic Domain
Adjustment Time. The key question in the kinematic domain is: Why did not we find the expected longer adjustment time in this isometric aiming task? In previous studies, we found that girls with TS need more movement time in dynamical aiming tasks (Nijhuis- Van der Sanden et al., 2000, in press ). Billon et al. (2000) measured in normal subjects the speed-accuracy tradeoff function as defined by Fitts (1954) in isometric aiming tasks. They found that in the case of pointing under isometric conditions (moving a cursor over a computer screen), increase in task difficulty resulted in a linear increase in movement time (as predicted by Fitts' Law, 1954) . In the present study, participants had to place a cursor in a bar as accurately and as quickly as possible. Cursor and width of the bar remained constant, and therefore the distance to the target bar (representing the imposed force level) determined task difficulty. Indeed, adjustment time increased linearly with force level. Only at the 10% MVC level was adjustment time higher in both groups. (We return to this issue later in the Discussion section.)
In contrast to our expectations, no decreased velocity was found in girls with TS in this isometric condition. Obviously, these girls were able to organize taskspecific synergies (Latash & Zatsiorsky, 1998) . The sets of elements in such an isometric one-finger task is much smaller than in an isotonic condition (Bernstein, 1967) . Unlike in an isotonic task, limb position remained relatively unchanged in this isometric task, and thus fewer changes may have occurred in the muscle-tendon complex, the biomechanical factors were reduced, and there was no need to manage the inertial properties of the limbs. Only force-time adjustments were necessary, and these did not require any adaptation of the joint angels to spatial demands. The force recruitment process as such is apparently not impoverished in TS, and no evidence for a noisier force recruitment system was found. Taken together, this study again confirms that spatial-temporal patterning as a component of motor planning is not the main problem in girls with TS and that force regulation is not disturbed in a condition eliminating the confounding effects of biomechanical factors, resulting from actual limb displacement.
Some authors found abnormalities in the brain stem and cerebellum in girls with TS and related these to problems in sensory integration and motor modulation (Murphy, DeCarli, Daly, Haxby, Allen, White et al., 1993; Reiss, Mazzocco, Greenlaw, Freund, & Ross, 1995) . Such abnormalities might be the reason for adaptive changes (Latash, 2001) , leading to differences in orchestrated programming of agonist-antagonist groups and synergistic muscle recruitment (Van Galen et al., 1992 Wolpert, Garamani, & Jordan, 1995) . Increased movement time in isotonic task conditions might therefore reflect the cost of a necessary adaptation strategy in dynamical tasks to constraints that are intrinsic to TS (Latash, 2001; Latash & Anson, 1996) .
Relative Force Distance. The Relative Force Distance was significantly different between groups: In controls, more over-and undershoots were present (especially at the 10% and 20% MVC levels), while girls with TS used a more stepby-step force adjustment strategy. However, looking at the data in more detail, it was obvious that variability in strategy was high between individuals, whereas at the same time, choice of strategy seemed to be influenced by force level as well: With increasing force level, overshoots disappeared gradually; at the 50% level, the step-by-step adjustment strategy was most common in both groups. However, variation in strategy did not lead to overall differences in adjustment time or accuracy loss, and various strategies were apparently effective. Scholz, Danion, Latash, and Schoner (2002) suggested that achieving successful task performance is not attained by selecting a single optimal solution but by discovering an appropriate control law that selectively stabilizes specific combinations of degrees of freedom relevant to the task condition. The internal constraints are part of such a combination of degrees of freedom, and obviously girls with TS (as well as controls) choose the best-present solution within the task demands: accurate and fast.
Force Recruitment Domain
Sources of Variation in Recruitment Force. Isometric contractions of hand muscles exhibit variability in force production that is proportional to the mean force exerted (Slifkin & Newell, 1999) . Invariant kinematics observed during goaldirected movements result from reducing the consequences of signal-dependent noise on motor output (Harris & Wolpert, 1998; Van Galen & De Jong, 1995; Van Galen & Huygevoort, 2000; Van Gemmert & Van Galen, 1997) , and task-specific optimization occurs in the presence of such noise by using different strategies to minimize the final error. In a recent study, Jones, Antonia, Hamilton, and Wolpert (2002) found that signal-dependent noise (measured as force variability, SD) was linearly scaled with respect to the mean force level but only in voluntary isometric contractions. In electrically stimulated contractions, SD remained constant over the same range of mean forces. They found that this linear scaling of SD is a natural byproduct of orderly recruitment by twitch amplitude that does not depend on noise in the motor command. However, the magnitude of the force variability at a given level of mean force output is determined by synaptic noise in the motor command and common drive. We also found that SD is predominantly related to force level in both groups. Neither linear scaling in SD, nor the magnitude of the SD, differs between groups. This would mean that in both groups, orderly recruitment by twitch amplitude and synchronization of motoneuron spiking were intact and occurred normally. The main findings of this study reestablished the findings of earlier studies: Endpoint variability and motor control processes are intact in girls with TS compared to controls. And this study demonstrated that also motor recruitment processes are intact. Apparently, clumsiness in TS is not related to a lack of an effective optimization principle, and obviously in the isometric task condition internal constraints are not redundant.
Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The SD and SNR data are compatible with findings reported in the literature (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Slifkin & Newell, 1999 Van Galen & De Jong, 1995) . We found force variability (SD) to increase as a function of force level. In fact, even the size of standard deviation in the 10-50% MVC domain was quite comparable with findings reported on adults (De Jong & Van Galen, 1999; Slifkin & Newell, 1999 Van Galen & De Jong, 1995) . Deutsch and Newell (2001) also did not find major differences between 10-yearold children and adults. The SNR changed with increasing force levels according to an inverted U-shaped function with an optimum at the 40% MVC level (see also . However, other studies reported different values. Slifkin and Newell (1999) and Deutsch and Newell (2001) found the most optimal signalto noise ratio to lie at the 25% MVC level, while De Jong and Van Galen (1999) reported an optimum at 30% of MVC. This U-inverted relationship between SNR and force level is the effect of steeper increasing SD at higher force levels. Jones et al. (2002) suggested that the % MVC level, in which the last motor unit is recruited, differs in individual human muscles. Orderly recruitment occurs over the first 50% MVC for hand muscles (Enoka & Fuglevand, 2001 ) and over the first 85% MVC in limb muscles. Linear scaling is present within the ranges in which orderly recruitment occurs. Jones et al. (2002) suggest that as long as recruitment occurs over at least 30% MVC (m. extensor pollicis longus muscle), the scaling of SDN will tend to be linear. It must be noted that this statement is restricted to muscle acting in isolation; SD scaling in multiple synergies will differ. However, these findings concur with U-shaped SNR profiles with an optimum at around 25-40% MVC. It is assumable that the exact point of inversion depends on muscle properties and number of synergists, influenced by task conditions. Power Spectrum Profile. Proportional peak power increased with increasing force level. This seems in contrast with Newell (1999, 2000) , but this disparity can be explained by the fact that they calculated PSDA over the absolute power, whereas we calculated PSDA over the normalized jerk signal. In accordance with the findings of Newell (1999, 2000) , a very dominant peak is present in the frequency band of 0-4 Hz at all force levels. Slifkin, Vaillancourt, and Newell (2000) argued that a dominant oscillation in continuous force production at low frequencies, between 0.78 and 1.17 Hz, are consonant with the hypothesis that expressions of closed-loop sensorimotor information processes are restricted to a distinct, low-frequency bandwidth of motor output (Freund & Hefter, 1993) . Moreover, in the study by Deutsch and Newell (2001) , this relationship with visual feedback is confirmed: They found comparable profiles only in the visual feedback condition. For neither group could we confirm the findings of De Jong and Van Galen (1999) , who found two other peak bands in young adults, namely 6-8 Hz and the 11 Hz. We did find a broader, noisier profile (a relative horizontal line, see Figure 4) at the 10% MVC level, which is confirmed by the higher ApEn value. Variability at this force level seems to be more closely related to noisy, non-cognitive processes, like physiological tremor, motor unit recruitment, and/or servomechanism. Enoka, Burnett, Graves, Kornatz, and Laidlaw (1999) demonstrated that iso-metric contractions in the first dorsal interossei are characterized by a coefficient of variation that is higher for lower forces. This phenomenon could be related to an increased variability in the discharges rates of motor neurons (Laidlaw, Bilodeau, & Enoka, 2000) . The greater SD in the lower force levels is in accordance with the relatively longer adjustment time in the 10% and 20% MVC levels and the longer relative force distance at the 10% and 20% MVC levels. Thus, the impact of physiological noise is relatively greater at the lower force levels, and visual feedback seems to be less adequate. The higher force levels are characterized by a concentrated peak in the 0-4-Hz range, and a more regular and predictable signal. This means that visual steering increasingly becomes important at the higher force levels. The importance of visual steering is confirmed in the Deutsch and Newell study (2001) , which found decreased SNR in the condition without feedback and, with increasing force levels, a decreasing SNR. Slifkin and Newell (1999) found the broadest spectrum at the 35% MVC level (SNR is high) accompanied by a relatively high irregularity level (higher ApEn value). We found a broader frequency profile in combination with a relatively high irregularity at the lower force levels (see Figure 4) . However, higher SNR related to a wider spectrum in the dominant finger, whereas in the nondominant finger, more peak power occurred in the 0-4-Hz range (more visual steering). Looking at these results, we conclude that "broadening" or "noisiness" in the system is not related per se to variability in performance outcome (see also the results of Newell, 1999, and Deutsch & Newell, 2001 ) and, second, that in a sustained force control task, visual feedback is an important factor controlling performance outcome. When variable performance outcome is combined with a broadened and irregular power profile (as is the case in the lower force levels), apparently the system is less able to control adequately such force output signals with feedback loops. On the other hand, a broadened profile combined with an optimal SNR is also found, and apparently less visual control is necessary in such a condition. Although our study was specifically designed to analyze noisiness in the neuromotor signal, we failed to confirm the hypothesis that greater noisiness is a critical factor in decreased motor performance in TS.
Relationship Between Motor Performance and Power Profile
Higher MVC in TS
In contrast to what we had expected, we found a higher MVC in the TS group. This was somewhat surprising, since TS is associated with diminished growth: Girls with TS are less tall than their healthy peers and, in the literature, diminished grip force has been reported for TS (Clark, Klonoff, & Hayden, 1990; Salbenblatt et al., 1989) . As regards the higher MVC, it needs to be mentioned that all girls with TS were at the time also participating in a nation-wide blind randomized study into the effect of growth-hormone treatment with or without oxandrolon. It is possible that this hormonal treatment positively affected the muscle mass and therefore the muscle force of the girls with TS. Unfortunately, no data were available on the treatments given to each of our subjects. Although it appears that there are no differences in motor-unit recruitment processes, it is necessary to test possible effects of hormonal treatment on such processes in future investigations.
Conclusion
Although we failed to find major differences between girls with TS and controls as the earlier dynamic aiming studies did, this study provides an insight into the motor control processes in isometric force production tasks for both girls with TS and controls. The data support the view that individuals optimize motor control related to specific task conditions and specific constraints (Latash & Anson, 1996; Van Galen et al., 1992 Wolpert, Garamani, & Jordan, 1995) . Lower movement speed or more variability in motor outcome may be regarded as the costs of such an optimizing process. In clinical populations such as girls with TS, regulation of degrees of freedom follows the optimizing principle in the same way as in normal peers; however, the constraints differ. Apparently, in an isometric condition, the Turner-specific constraints are of less influence compared to an isotonic condition, and therefore performance does not differ. Especially the dynamical aspects in tasks and the characteristics of synergistic programming seem to be important. This study indicates that motor unit recruitment or increased neuromotor noise are not significant factors explaining motor problems in TS.
